
For ages 
4 and up

A read-aloud book to help young children  
learn about allergies, and the simple ways  
to help make their sneezing, runny nose,  
and itchy, watery eyes go away!
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I have allergies to trees, grass,    
pillows, and even Fluffy, my cat!Oh, are you like me?  

Do you sneeze around trees? 
Do your eyes get really itchy  
around the pillows on your bed?

dust
pet fur

grass pollen

tree pollen
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My doctor showed Mommy and me  
simple things to do to help me feel better.

Come on, let’s go outside and play!

So, I can still play with Fluffy  
and go outside without feeling yucky. 

YAY!YAY!YAY!
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Oh, what did you say? There’s grass and 
weeds out here? It’s OK.  I know Daddy cut the 
grass really short and pulled lots of weeds so 
their pollen won’t make me sneeze. 

There’s something else I can do, after  
I play, to help keep my allergies away.

We can stay outside  
and run and swing.  

hooray!
hooray!
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Sometimes, Fluffy gets a bath 
too, to wash and brush away pollen 

that can stick to her fur!

Taking a bath right after I play 
can help wash the pollen away. 

After bath time, it’s time for dinner  
and then my most favorite time of all... 

WASH UP!
WASH UP!



VROOM!VROOM!
VROOM!VROOM!
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I keep my toys and stuffed 
animals in plastic bins so 
they don’t get too dusty. 

Mommy always vacuums the rug  
because dust can hide in there, too. 

Quiet time with Daddy!   
We have lots of fun playing with  
all of my puzzles and toys. 
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I snuggle up to my pillow and Mommy reads to  
me. What’s that... I told you my eyes get itchy  
and watery around my pillow? 

Wow, it’s almost bedtime! Time to  
brush my teeth and get ready for bed.



  

NIGHT.
NIGHTYNIGHTY .NIGHT
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It has a zipper on it. See? That keeps 
the dust bunnies away from me. 

Oh, it’s OK.  Mommy covers 
my pillow with a special 

pillowcase. 

I’m sleepy! Better say good night. Tomorrow is going  
to be another fun day, because I know just What to do  
(and now so do you) to keep my allergies away!
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